
                                            
 
 
 

            

                  

Dear Young Creators, 

Each year since 2015, Executive Magazine, the country representative for the Lions festival, in cooperation with 
the IAA Lebanon chapter (International Advertising Association) and AA (Advertising Association), invites young 
creatives to take part in the National Young Lions Print Competition. In 2017, The Young Lions competition will 
be launched in February, opening the space for emerging creative talent to compete with their peers. Through 
the national competition, Executive will select the most talented and creative professional team to represent 
Lebanon and compete in the global creative competition for young talent at the Cannes Lions International 
Festival of Creativity. 

The competition helps champion the next generation of young Lebanese creative who will be competing among 
40 national teams from around the world to be crowned the Young Lions champions at the 2017 Cannes Lions 
Festival. As each team has won a national competition, it’s the best of the best competing against each other 
and the clock. Winners of the national competition will receive a free entry and an all expenses paid trip to 
Cannes, from June 17 till June 24, 2017. The national competition aims to give young designers a chance to start 
their career off right with national and international recognition. 

Being in Cannes is provocative, but competing in Cannes is far more exciting and stimulating. The young Lions 
competition was an incredible experience that challenged the winners of 2016 national Young Lions 
Competition, Elie Nasr and Dina El Khouri from J. Walter Thompson Beirut, to think differently than their day job 
allows. Participating in the Cannes festival last year was an unparalleled opportunity to hear and share ideas 
with peers from around the world, Nasr and Khouri reported. 

Understanding, nurturing and developing creativity is today ever more important than it has been in the past. 
Executive has been and continues to be passionate about encouraging young creative professionals to showcase 
their talent, helping them grow in their careers and raise the Lebanese flag at this important, international 
event.  

We look forward to seeing each of you at this event.  

Best of Luck – may the most innovative win! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                            
 
 
 

            

                  

Methodology 

The Young Lions Print Competition 

The most talented and creative team will be selected through the national Young Lions competition - organized 
by Executive Magazine in cooperation with the IAA Lebanon chapter (International Advertising Association) and 
AA (Advertising Association) - to participate in Cannes and represent our nation. The competition will give the 
brightest professional minds working in graphic design (and other specialist designers) the space to 
demonstrate their talent and test their skills against the rest of the industry. 

Objectives 

The Young Lions competition aims to encourage great work, set the bar high and inspire new generations of 
creative people. Fresh ideas and creativity are among the most valuable commodities in advertising and are 
essential ingredients for telling a good story, enticing readers, engaging with a brand and targeting an audience. 
The Young Lions competition’s objective is to support and stimulate new creative young bloods and sharpen 
young creative minds to develop effective concepts. Being judged—and awarded—on ideas is a strong fertilizer 
for young talents. The competition will be promoted within the local advertising community (advertising 
agencies, etc…) by asking young creatives to take the challenge.  

How it works 

The challenge of the Young Lions Print Competition requires one creative team (consisting of one copywriter 
and one art director) to produce a print ad within 8 hours. 

The teams are briefed by the client, which is a charity or non-profit organization, on the day of the competition. 
The client’s identity is kept secret until the briefing begins, at which time the client’s name, objective, strategies, 
and target audience are revealed by a senior member of the charity. Teams will have to work according to 
hypothetical budget guidelines set by the charity or non-profit organization. After the briefing on April 7 at 9:00 
A.M., the teams start working on their own. They will have to create their print ad and submit it on April 7 at 
5:00 P.M.  

All work created during the competition is judged by the selected jury composed of creative directors from 
several advertising agencies. 

The winning team will be sent to the Cannes Lions Festival, where it will compete internationally with other 
young advertising professionals. On behalf of the winning team, the organizers of the Young Lions Competition 
will arrange their travel and accommodation to Cannes as well as pay registration fees the Cannes Lions Festival. 

 

 

 

 

 



                                            
 
 
 

            

                  

Eligibility 

 To enter the competitions, Young Lions must be 30 years of age or younger, born on or after 25 June 
1986. 

 They must have completed their full-time education and have gained work experience. They should be 
working in creative communications/ advertising/ digital agencies.  

 Freelancers will be accepted to compete in this competition. 

 The winning teams in all previous Young Lions competitions are not allowed to participate 

 Students are not allowed to compete in the Young Lions Competitions. Also Contestants should be 
professionals working in the ad industry and not in a client organization. 

Rules and Guidelines 

 Each team consists of two young professionals. 

 Contestants do not represent the representative’s company but themselves, the company they work for 
and the country they work in. 

 No external help or influence is permitted. 

 All entries should be submitted in either Arabic or English. 

 All submitted artwork and ideas created in the competition will be made available to the respective 
charity to incorporate into their marketing campaign following the competition. 

Competition Brief 

 The Competition brief will focus on charitable, not-for-profit and CSR objectives. 

 The Competition brief is revealed to competitors as the competition commences. 

Deliverables 

 A double spread A3 landscape (Two A4 pages side by side = 42 cm x 29.7 cm or 16.535 inches x 11.693 
inches). Don’t forget 5 mm (0.197 inches) for bleeds if needed.  

 All the images have to be in CMYK mode and with a 300 dpi (118.11 dots/cm) resolution. Work on 
image files has to be made with Adobe Photoshop. The files have to be saved in “.psd” format.  

 All the vectorised images have to be created with Adobe Illustrator in CMYK mode and saved in “.ai” file 
format.  

Judging 

 The award-winning entries will be selected by a jury of leading experts in the industry. 

 The shortlist is decided by the first round of voting. Further voting establishes the ranking, which is the 
basis for the Juries' discussions, and awarding of the first and second placed team.  

 A judge’s vote will not be counted for any entry submitted by the team representing his/her own 
company. The decision of the Juries in all matters relating to the awarding of prizes will be final and 
binding. 

 In the event of more than one contestant receiving the same number of votes, the non-profit 
organization or the charity representative will choose the best entry. 

Executive Jury 



                                            
 
 
 

            

                  

The Executive Jury will comprise prominent Creative Heads from across Lebanon, which will convene on April 
11, 2017 to vote for the best entry. The approach of the jurors will be strictly democratic in recognizing creative 
excellence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                            
 
 
 

            

                  

About Cannes Lions  

The International Festival of Creativity, also known as Cannes Lions, is the world's leading celebration of 
creativity in communications. Founded in 1954, the Festival takes place every June in Cannes, France.  

The Festival is the only truly global meeting place for advertisers, advertising and communication professionals.  
More than 12,000 delegates from 95 countries attend a weeklong program of exhibitions, screenings and talks 
by worldwide thought leaders. As the networking and learning opportunity of the year, Cannes Lions is the 
must-attend event for anyone involved in brand communications. 

As the most prestigious international annual advertising and communications awards, over 35,500 entries from 
all over the world are showcased and judged at the Festival.  

Winning companies receive the highly coveted Lion trophy, a global benchmark of creative excellence, for Film, 
Print, Outdoor, Interactive, Radio, Design, Promo & Activation, Film Craft, Mobile, Branded Entertainment and 
Integrated advertising, as well as the best Media, Direct, PR, Titanium, Creative Effectiveness and Innovation 
ideas.  

The importance of the event is exhibited by more than 574 journalists from more than 56 countries that cover 
the event. 

The 64th Festival will be held from 17 to 24 June 2017. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                            
 
 
 

            

                  

About Executive 

Executive is a monthly business magazine that offers its readers in-depth and forward thinking analysis, solid 
reporting and punchy opinion on the Middle East and North Africa’s commerce, economy and finance as well as 
regular industry surveys, regional market data and global economic trends. 

Since its launch in 1998, Executive’s passion for business, its inside access and uncanny foresight has earned it 
the highest plaudits, where its readers choose it for its unbiased editorial line and comprehensive analysis.  

Executive’s reach is unprecedented for an English business language publication in the Middle East. From 
Morocco to Iraq, Executive has a solid network of the best business and economic analysts, experts, and 
reporters to provide what is arguably the most authoritative business writing in the Middle East.  

No matter the topic at hand, Executive aims to bring maturity to every story it publishes. Executive vast 
resources enable it to continuously deliver compelling, internationally conscious journalism that meets with the 
high quality standards of the magazine to ensure that readers are never disappointed. Covering all the major 
sectors (banking, finance, insurance, technology, tourism, hospitality, media, and retail etc.), and all the 
relevant issues, our reporting seeks to be objective, accurate and focused on bringing the reader the real story. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                            
 
 
 

            

                  

About the International Advertising Association “IAA” - Lebanon Chapter 

Founded on November 14, 1961, the Lebanon Chapter was one of the first international chapters of the 
network to be formed. Although the IAA has no executive power, it nonetheless played a formative role in 
shaping regulations, business practices and ethics, to promote and protect the interests of agencies, media, and 
clients within the industry in Lebanon. It also provided valuable opportunities for young professionals to learn 
from the world's foremost leaders in advertising and media, particularly at IAA World Congresses organized 
every two years. 

Perhaps above all else, the importance of the IAA Lebanon Chapter was in the opening it created for Lebanon 
on the international scene, securing Lebanon's position as the doorway to the Middle East for international 
brands, and promoting it as an exceptional place for business; a burgeoning center of trade and services where 
East and West meld seamlessly, and where the pioneers of advertising and media, educated in their fields of 
business, were entirely versed in the three main languages of communication. Although professional 
organizations created to effectuate change and aid industries can appear good on paper, without proactive, 
dedicated, and inspirational leaders, the ambitions or objectives of such groups can remain lifeless. This was 
definitely not the case with the IAA Lebanon Chapter. 

Its very inception and creation was spearheaded by entrepreneurs whose understanding of the future of 
advertising and the power of modern media – particularly TV – was simply visionary. The history of the IAA 
Lebanon Chapter would not be what it is, were it not for the roles some of its key members played throughout 
the past five decades. It is the individuals, those who took the mantle of leaders, patrons, and ambassadors of 
Lebanon, who brought about the achievements that set apart the IAA Lebanon Chapter. These men were 
certainly driven by ambition, but they were first and foremost united and motivated by their patriotism, 
national pride, and the firm belief in keeping Lebanon's standing on the international scene alive during the 
years of war. Their persistent efforts resulted in not only securing Lebanon's active presence on the world stage, 
but also in winning the election of five Lebanese World Presidents to the IAA in the space of twenty years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                            
 
 
 

            

                  

About the “AA” Advertising Association 

AA history in brief - AA's foundation  

Recording the history of advertising and its evolution in Lebanon since 1935 incorporated statements mainly 
printed in specialized publications as well as interviews conducted with authorities in the advertising industry.  

History tells us that:  

"Late Fouad Pharaon, owner of Publicité Pharaon, stands out as the pioneer of advertising in Lebanon. 
Pharaon's prominence came about through his ability to create proper and solid advertising agencies, as early 
as 1935 he introduced practices and regulations that proved invaluable to the business. In his own right 
Pharaon became one of the founders of the Advertising Association (AA) which was founded on October 12, 
1959 by Decree No. 230 issued by the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs."  

AA's objectives  

1. To protect the industry and raise its overall standing. 
2. To safeguard the interests of its members and to create a common bond among them.  
3. To develop a mutually beneficial relationship with other professional and official associations.  

AA's founding meeting  

The AA held its founding meeting on December 13, 1960 at the Bristol Hotel in Beirut; 16 advertising agencies 
were represented. The first elected executive committee consisted of: Mouhamad Choucair as President and 
Theodore Sarrouf, Fouad Pharaon, Mukhtar Shamli, Philippe Hitti, and Fayez Sultan as members. Rene Trad, 
Fouad Pharaon, Theodore Sarraf, Jean Rizk, Henry Younan, Mukhtar Shamli, Chafic Hadaya, and Samir Majdalani 
served their respective terms as presidents. 

 
 


